Frame Their Learning is the perfect tool for administrators looking to help their teachers improve their CLASS® instructional support scores and performance and to give kids more high-quality classroom interactions.

Teachers see immediate improvements, resulting in higher quality instruction and performance as kids are exposed to more key concepts and vocabulary in their interactions with teachers.

- Ideal for veteran teachers struggling to fully incorporate the CLASS® assessment into their daily practice
- Visual aid shows questions; nothing for teachers to remember
- Better exchanges with kids—teachers have CLASS®-correlated concept development-related questions and vocabulary handy at all times
- Great resource for acclimating new teachers to CLASS®

Simpler, teacher-friendly alternative

Frame Their Learning is a “pocket chart program” that’s easy to use and directly correlated to the domain and behavioral markers where teachers need the most help — the Instructional Support domain’s math and science concepts.

Ideal for teachers not overly familiar with concept development

Frame Their Learning lets teachers easily “see” questions and words while interacting directly with children, instead of having to remember questions and vocabulary.

Frame Their Learning is an ideal support for teachers who aren’t overly familiar with math and science concepts.
Frame Their Learning

• Teacher activity booklet with 24 lessons (math, science, blocks/engineering) *English only
• Color-coded easy-to-find question cards (math, science, blocks/engineering) *English/Spanish
• Vocabulary cards (math, science, blocks/engineering) *English/Spanish
• 3 classroom centers posters (math, science, blocks/engineering) *English/Spanish
• “Watch, Listen, Engage” poster to help teachers engage kids (watch what they do, listen to what they talk about, engage by asking questions to elicit a response) *English/Spanish
• Hanging magnetic pocket chart (a more flexible way to display the questions on any surface/environment indoors or outside)
• Family engagement activity book designed to mirror the teacher activity book with activities that teachers can send home to families *English/Spanish
• Frame Their Learning On-The-Go (spiral handbook contains the same questions and vocabulary as the pocket chart, making it a handy portable reference for use during transitions) *English only
• Double-sided pocket chart

*TRAINING AVAILABLE*

Frame Their Learning

“As a Quality Specialist working in preschool classrooms each day, and as a certified CLASS® Observer, I have seen the positive impact the Frame Their Learning Kit has on classroom conversations, the amount of language and vocabulary used by teachers has made a significant ‘jump’ in so many child care settings.”

— Quality Specialist, Early Learning Coalition

“Frame Their Learning is my secret weapon for lesson planning, curriculum, and to improve my CLASS® scores.”

— VPK Teacher Miss Alice

HERE IS WHAT SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING ABOUT Frame Their Learning

WATCH VIDEO OF MISS ALICE:

* Classroom Assessment Scoring System and CLASS® is a registered trademark of Robert C. Pianta, PhD and Teachstone®. This product is not affiliated or endorsed by Robert Pianta, PhD or Teachstone®.
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